
Noble and full of character, Barolo 
represents the excellence of Italy's 
winemaking heritage throughout the 
world.

Legend has it that, in 1840, the Marquise of 
Barolo Giulia Falletti presented the Savoy 
court with a gift of 325 barrels of wine. 
From then on, Barolo was enjoyed on royal 
tables every day of the year.

A wine with a great structure, aged for at 
least three years, including eighteen 
months in oak barrels, Barolo possesses 
expansive and complex aromas.

Barolo reveals itself gradually during 
tasting, unveiling its aromas layer by layer.

An emblem of nobility and excellence, the 
wine of kings and king of wines, Barolo 
D.O.C.G. Le Clivie is an evolving experience, 
in which every second is of infinite value.
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BOTTLE EAN CODE             8053013230690

CASE EAN CODE                 8053013234636

BOTTLES PER CASE                6

CASES PER LAYER               10

CASES PER PALLET               100

GROSS BOTTLE WEIGHT     1314 g

GROSS CASE WEIGHT         8269 g

Barolo
D.O.C.G.

GRAPE  100% Nebbiolo

APPELLATION   Barolo D.O.C.G.   

PRODUCTION ZONE   Barolo,  Castiglione  Falletto,  Cherasco,  Diano 
d’Alba,   Grinzane   Cavour,   La    Morra,    Monforte    d’Alba,    Novello, 
Serralunga, Verduno, Roddi, Piedmont, Italy

CLIMATE  Temperate, cold and subcontinental, characterised by the 
protective effect of the alpine chain and mild, humid currents from 
the Ligurian Sea

VINIFICATION   Destemming and crushing in a controlled 
atmosphere, alcoholic fermentation at 28/30°C, and  14/16 days of 
maceration. Targeted pumping over and délestage maximise the 
extraction of colour, aroma and tannins. Upon completion of 
malo-lactic fermentation,  this Barolo ages in a combination of 
French and Slavonian oak

ALCOHOL   14°

SERVING TEMPERATURE  Serve at room temperature   

BOTTLE SIZE   0.75 L

DRINKABILITY  Suitable for long ageing at a constant temperature, 
hidden away from light and noise.

We recommend leaving the wine to decant for at least an hour after 
uncorking the bottle and then serving it in large, crystal glasses to 
allow the aroma to open fully.

COLOUR Transparent ruby red with orange nuances 

BOUQUET Ethereal and elegant, with red berry and cherry notes

PALATE Harmonious and structured, with smooth, persistent tannins

PAIRING Ideal with fresh-egg pasta, such as tajarin or agnolotti del 
plin, and with elaborate main courses such as braised and stewed 
meats. Excellent with truffle and caviar, Barolo is also the perfect 
after-dinner wine, accompanied by cornmeal pastries or amaretti 
biscuits.


